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The University Press of Kentucky, United States, 2010. Hardback. Book Condition: New. 234 x 160
mm. Language: English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.The lure of exotic food has
motivated many people to travel, and the tourism industry thrives on providing the utmost dining
experiences - either of new and exotic foods, or of authentic foods from a particular culture or
region, or even of familiar foods, comforting, consistent and safe to the traveller. Such exploration
can occur in a variety of venues: restaurants, festivels, grocery stores, and cooking classes. While
food has always been central to travelling, culinary tourism can happen in less exotic settings,
through the procurement, preservation, preparation, presentation and performance of food.
Consuming, or possibly just tasting, exotic foods can be the ultimate goal of a tourist s experience,
but food can also serve as a way for tourists to explore other cultures. Considering food as both a
destination and a means for tourism, the contributors to this book examine the many intersections
of food, culture and tourism in public and commercial contexts, in private and domestic settings,
and around the world. Just as movies, books, postcards and memories take us to other...
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Reviews
A superior quality pdf along with the font used was intriguing to read through. It can be rally exciting throgh reading through time period. You may like
how the blogger create this book.
-- Dr . Rylee B er g e
The book is fantastic and great. It generally does not expense excessive. Its been designed in an exceptionally easy way and it is simply right a er i finished
reading through this book by which really changed me, change the way i think.
-- Adolfo Lindg r en
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